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Simulating the Visbility of Megaconstellations

A Sky Full of Satellites
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Image: SpaceX

A new era in space utilization has arrived. 

As of Jun 15, 540 SpaceX Starlink satellites and 74 OneWeb satellites have 
been launched. 

FCC filings include requests for over 81,000 satellites 

Image: Marco Langbroek
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Images: SpaceX

Starlinks are:
       LARGE (260 kg, ~10m)
and LOW (300-550 km)
and REFLECTIVE.
- Bright (naked-eye) objects)
- Mitigations in work
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Musk: there are 
thousands of sats up 
already

BUT: mostly small debris 
or in high orbits

Not so many BIG and 
LOW: Starlink already 
dominates this subclass 
in mid 2020

Plot shows tracked 
objects below 600 km 
and more massive than 
100 kg as of Jun 20
(Starlink in cyan)
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Constellations to be modelled based on mid-2020 FCC filings:

Starlink Generation 2:   30,000  satellites  at 328 to 614 km
OneWeb Phase 2:         47,844 satellites  at  1200 km
Amazon Kuiper:               3,236 satellites at  590-630 km 

Total:                              81,080 satellites!  

OneWeb sats are smaller and higher than Starlink – I am not aware of 
magnitude measurements but expect they will be V ~ 9 -- 10 or so.
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Constellations made up of shells defined by altitude, inclination, number of 
planes, number of satellites per plane:
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Realization of constellations showing 
latitude/longitude distributions.

Limited polar coverage
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We can plot these realizations 
versus latitude from the point of 
view of an observer at those 
latitudes

Here, for OneWeb Phase2, I show 
how three shells at three different 
inclinations 
(40,55 and 88 deg) contribute to 
the overall number above the 
horizon as a function of latitude

Contribution peaks at latitudes 
close to the orbital inclination.

But not all these satellites will be 
illuminated all night...
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How many satellites are high in the 
sky and illuminated when it’s dark 
outside and astronomers are at 
work?

Geometry of problem involves 
three angles:

1) Zenith-Observer-Sat angle – is 
the Sat above the horizon, and is 
it above 30 deg elevation (airmass 
2)?

2) Zenith-Observer-Sun angle: is it 
night where the observer is? 
How far below the horizon is the 
Sun? (e.g. “Astronomical twilight”)

3) Sat Horizon-Sat-Sun angle: is it 
night where the satellite is? Is the 
satellite illuminated?
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30 deg S corresponds to 
Cerro Tololo, Chile and 
other major observatories

At summer solstice, 400 
illuminated satellites high 
in the sky all night long

Dominated by the OneWeb 
constellation because its 
satellites are in higher 
orbits
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Implications:

n = 500 satellites above 30 deg elevation corresponds to 0.2 sats per 
square degree

They are mostly OneWebs at 1200 km, angular velocity at zenith is
    = 0.35 deg/s  (scales roughly as 1/height)

The expected number of satellite streaks on an astronomical image 
with field-of-view width D and exposure time T is

N =   3.7  (n/500) (    / 0.35 deg/s) (T / 60s )( D / 1 deg )

So for  LONG EXPOSURES  with a WIDE FIELD OF VIEW
all images will have multiple streaks, very hard to mitigate.

ω

ω
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A month after solstice it is 
still pretty bad – 250 
satellites at midnight
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In winter, things are much 
better – as long as you 
don’t need to observe in 
twilight
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Worst case: observing 
near horizon during 
twilight. 

Over 5500 satellites 
illuminated (30S, summer)

Even without the OneWeb 
contrib, 500-1000 in 
twilight hours from Starlink 
Gen2
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Illuminated sats in 
summer vs latitude

Gets worse as you 
go to higher 
latitudes (due to sun 
angle change) 
until you get beyond 
max lat of main 
constellation when 
number of satellites 
drops.
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What about LEO space telescopes?  
OneWeb at 1200 km is above them

Hubble Space Telescope, currently at 540 km, has narrow field of view (3’)  but 
long exposures (20 min to 1 hr?)
Orbit geometry changes angular velocity factor (but only by O(1)-O(10) or so)

Conclusion: Problem likely just as bad for HST?
Any wide-field telescope in LEO would be in very big trouble.

Image courtesy Judy 
Schmidt: Chinese 
rocket stage passes 35 
km above HST in Feb 
2020, right in direction 
telescope was looking.
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Conclusion:

The megaconstellations will be a significant change to the LEO 
environment and to the night sky

Impact on astronomy depends sensitively on constellation architecture 

Lower (500 km and less) orbit satellites may be naked eye objects but 
this can perhaps be mitigated with changes to satellite design.  They 
are illuminated near horizon so are a threat to some (NEO search?) 
but not most astronomical observations

Higher (~1000 km) constellation shells will be illuminated all night long 
in summer and so, although not naked-eye, will be a threat to 
professional astronomy.
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